
One of the oldest and largest aerospace schools in the United States, the Daniel Guggenheim 
School of Aerospace Engineering at the Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech) relies on 
high-performance computing (HPC) resources to fuel basic scientific research and help develop 
new solutions for government and industry partners. By deploying a new 3,056-core HPC 
cluster based on the Intel® Xeon® processor E5 family, the school’s Computational Combustion 
Laboratory (CCL) can now address larger, more complex problems than before while accelerating 
results by approximately 15 times for some problems.  

Challenges
•   Speed results. Reduce the time for running complex simulations to accelerate completion of 

research projects and deliver results more quickly to government and industry collaborators. 
•   Scale workloads. Provide researchers with a bigger HPC environment for running larger, more 

complex simulations on campus and help them avoid the long queues for external HPC resources.

Solutions
•   Dell PowerEdge* C6220 servers with the Intel Xeon processor E5 family. The CCL 

deployed a 3,056-core cluster named Gryphon that uses Dell PowerEdge C6220 servers 
equipped with the Intel Xeon processor E5-2670 and Intel® True Scale Fabric switches.

•   Test and development environment with Intel® Xeon Phi™ coprocessors. The lab is 
deploying a new test and development cluster based on Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors to 
uncover ways to capitalize on coprocessors for accelerating highly parallel codes. 

•   Intel® Software Development Tools. Software developers use Intel® compilers for the new 
production cluster and will use Intel® Cluster Studio XE to optimize code for Intel Xeon Phi 
coprocessors. 

Technology Results
•   Increased performance. With the new cluster, applications run five times faster per core on 

average compared with clusters based on previous-generation Intel® processors.
•   Improved scalability. By moving workloads to the new, larger cluster, the lab can run bigger, 

more complex workloads on campus while generating results up to 15 times faster than on 
the previous clusters for some problems. 

Business Value
•   Delivering results faster. For some projects, the lab has reduced processing time from 

months to weeks in several cases. With faster results, the lab can accelerate research and play 
a more vital role in new product development. 

•   Solving larger problems. The lab now has the processing power to run more complex 
simulations that more closely resemble real-world scenarios.

•   Attracting researchers and grants. The new cluster attracts researchers and enables the lab 
to win grants that help cement the aerospace school’s stellar reputation.

 “[T]he Intel® Xeon® processor 
E5 family delivers results 

five times faster than earlier-
generation Intel® processors 

with some applications. By 
using three times more cores, 

we have seen a 15-times 
improvement in some cases. 

We can complete some 
complex simulations in weeks 

instead of months.”

– Professor Suresh Menon,
Director, Computational  
Combustion Laboratory,

Daniel Guggenheim  
School of Aerospace Engineering,

Georgia Institute of Technology

For Georgia Tech’s CCL, HPC resources 
play a critical role in a wide variety of basic 
and applied aerospace research, from the 
fundamental study of turbulent combustion 
to the development of new rockets and 
gas turbine engines. Using HPC clusters, 
researchers simulate the combustion process 
in those engines as well as in other processes 
such as the detonation of explosives.

With the lab’s existing HPC clusters reaching 
the end of their useful life span, the CCL 
was ready to build a new environment. “It 
can take weeks or months to run large-
scale simulations of rocket engines and gas 
turbines, even on very powerful systems,” 
says Suresh Menon, Hightower Professor of 
Engineering and the director of the CCL. “We 
wanted to maximize performance so we could 
reduce the time for completing simulations.”
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Intel® Xeon® processors deliver the performance 
and scalability for compute-intensive simulations

Lessons Learned

“Years ago, we wrote our code to run 
on all types of systems. Today, we are 
modifying that code to capitalize on 
Intel® Xeon Phi™ coprocessors,” says 
Suresh Menon, director of CCL at Georgia 
Tech. “Future codes will need to focus 
on exploiting these coprocessors from 
the start and be able to adapt to next-
generation coprocessors that we expect 
to be available in the future. Optimizing 
code for this many integrated core (MIC) 
architecture should deliver performance 
improvements for an application even if 
that application is run on standard Intel® 
Xeon® processors.”

At the same time, the lab wanted to expand 
the capacity of its campus resources. “We 
are always looking to address larger, more 
complex problems and run more detailed 
simulations,” says Menon. “And while  
we can access extremely large-scale HPC 
resources through our relationships with 
government agencies, the queues for  
those environments can be very long. We 
wanted an on-campus cluster dedicated  
to our research so we could conduct larger-
scale research without long waits and rapidly 
respond to sponsor requests.”

Building a New Cluster with the 
Intel Xeon Processor E5 Family
Before designing the new cluster, 
Menon’s team tested multiple processing 
architectures. “Over the years, we have 
run our code on several government 
clusters, including clusters that use Intel 
processors and those that use competing 
platforms. More recently, Intel provided 
access to an environment where we could 
conduct extensive timing and performance 
testing,” says Menon. “Ultimately, the Intel 
Xeon processor E5 family offered the best 
combination of scalability and performance 
for our codes.”

The new cluster uses Dell PowerEdge 
C6220 servers equipped with the Intel 
Xeon processor E5-2670. With 3,056 cores, 
this cluster is three times larger and more 
powerful than the lab’s largest previous 
cluster. Using Intel compilers, researchers run 
custom applications on a Red Hat Enterprise 
Linux* operating system. 

The environment also incorporates Intel 
True Scale Fabric switches. “The Intel True 
Scale Fabric switches are helping us alleviate 
networking bottlenecks as we scale the 
cluster,” says Menon. 

Delivering Faster Results
By running applications on a larger 
cluster with newer processors, the lab has 
dramatically improved performance. “On a 
core-to-core basis, the Intel Xeon processor 
E5 family delivers results five times faster 
than earlier-generation Intel processors 
with some applications. By using three 
times more cores, we have seen a 15-times 
improvement in some cases,” says Menon. 
“We can complete some complex simulations 
in weeks instead of months. As a result, we 
can speed scientific research projects and 
provide more responsive feedback, especially 
for industry projects.”

Addressing More Complex 
Challenges
With a larger cluster at their disposal, CCL 
researchers can address more complex 
aerospace challenges. “We now can run larger 
and more detailed simulations that more 
accurately depict real-world processes,” says 
Menon. “If we are working with manufacturers 
to understand a new combustor design, for 
example, we can help them more closely 
evaluate design decisions before building and 
testing costly physical models.”

Researchers can now conduct that simulation 
work without waiting in long queues for 
external HPC resources. “With a new, dedicated 
cluster at our disposal, we are able to run much 
larger workloads on campus and produce 
results much faster,” says Menon. 

Planning for the Future
Since deploying the new cluster, the CCL 
team has been considering additional ways to 
enhance the performance of highly parallel 
applications and eliminate issues that slow 
projects. “We do a lot of complex simulations 
that involve chemical reactions, and those 
calculations often use a large portion of 
available compute resources,” says Menon. 
“Today, we are adapting our applications 
so we can use coprocessors to run those 
calculations. Doing so will free up cycles 
on the primary processors and allow us to 
complete more simulations in less time.” 

The lab is currently deploying a test and 
development cluster based on Intel Xeon Phi 
coprocessors to explore ways to accelerate 
highly parallel codes without having to use 
graphics processing unit (GPU) technology. 
Software developers plan to use Intel Cluster 
Studio XE to optimize code for the 
new architecture. Once code is optimized, 
the lab could deploy a full production cluster 
equipped with Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors. 
“We considered GPUs in the past, but 
we didn’t want to completely rewrite our 
code,” says Menon. “By using Intel Xeon 
Phi coprocessors, we can capitalize on the 
additional processing horsepower without 
excessive programming work. With continued 
support and assistance from Intel, we look 
forward to seeing how this new technology 
can have a positive impact on our research.”
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